ROADS

FOOTBALL NOTES

Opportunity to Cheer the Varsity Before the Simpson Game—Simpson to Give Iowa a Hard Test—Many Rooters Coming—Varisty Improving Practically

The gates of Iowa field will be open tomorrow afternoon for all who wish to see the varsity practice. The crowd will be restricted to the grandstand, however, and the management will not be likely to open the gates again if there is any crowding on the field by students who have unfixed seats.

The open practice tomorrow afternoon will give the students an excellent opportunity to cheer the team. The varsity is developing at a fairly satisfactory rate, the field that will be demanded of it in the Minnesota game and a good, promising defense of charging and rooting from the grandstand will help the men much. The Rooters' club will be given an excellent chance to practice their yells at the open practice. All who attend the practice will be able to get an excellent line on the performance of the team against Simpson Saturday.

The Simpson game fields fair to be a hard test for the varsity than is generally supposed. Varsity training has been so thorough and showing the team has made so for this year gives ground for the feeling that Simpson will play Iowa a harder game than any other state team.

The Simpson rooters will accompany the team in large numbers. The special train and a low rate have been secured and Simpson announces her intention to better Drake's showing in attendance as well as in score.

Private advice from Indiana that it is believed at Indianapolis that this year's team is better at ground gaining than any other in years has been. It is admitted, however, that her defensive is not equally strong.

THE VARSITY PRACTICE

Secret practice was held on Iowa field for the first time this season. The object of the practice was to confirm Dr. Knipe's belief that the candidates do better as a general rule when the public is barred from the grounds. The varsity's form on defense was somewhat improved over previous practice, and its offense held on the fast pace demanded by coach Knipe for a longer time than heretofore. The Swiftness of attack was not coming steadily to the varsity and there is every ground for the belief that if the present rate of improvement is continued, Iowa will be able to move down the Gophers to a sad finish a week from Saturday.

Mack and Durkee were again at halfback. They played their places in much improved form. Toward the end of the practice, Sicheman and Captain Hollenbeck were substituted for them, Ross taking Hollenbeck's place at end. Dwight Griffith was at quarter back again, Jones being laid up of a foot that will keep him out of the game Saturday.

FOOTBALL NOTES

The badges ordered by the Rooters' club are expected in time for the game Saturday. The Rooters' club will reserve seats in Section C of the grandstand for the Simpson game. This section is the one occupied by the Root Commission at the Drake game. The Nebraska deleges, at the Minnesota-Nebrrask game at Minneapolis, Saturday, will be able to get an excellent line on the performance of the team, as they did last year.

This morning's tele graphic ad


tes

NEW LECTURE COURSE

GIVEN BY Y. M. C. A.

A Course of Five Lectures Announced to be the Opening Series of the Simpson Lectures

The Y. M. C. A. for some time have been considering the advisability of putting out a lecture course and finally being assure of dates with some very fine lecturers, they have decided to announce a course. This course to a certain extent will fill the field left by the old lecture bureau, as its attractions will be along the same order.

The Y. M. C. A. have for some time been considering the advisability of putting out a lecture course and finally being assured of dates with some very fine lecturers, they have decided to announce a course. This course to a certain extent will fill the field left by the old lecture bureau, as its attractions will be along the same order.

Mr. John P. D. John who appears on this date, November 15, from Indiana. He has a successful record of six years platform work during which time he has delivered more than ten hundred addresses. Mr. John treats in a masterly and eloquent manner the relations of the sciences of the Bible. The famous Schiller Male Quartette accompanied by the reader, Marion Wallace, occupies the second date. The Schiller's from New York where they have rank well among the quartettes.

The Hon. G. A. Gearhart comes recommended as an orator of the highest order and is said to have the gift of eloquence and personal magnetism which holds an audience spellbound. In the novel entertainment of the course they have the magic, Gervais, who is recognized as an artist in his line of astonishing skill. He is full of wit and humor.

Professor John B. DeMotte who has been here before needs no introduction to the lecture going public. He takes up the problem of heredity.

BACONIAN

Baconian meets on Friday evening at 7:30 p.m. The paper will be read by Professor Nutting on "Life on Board the United States Steamer, Albacore." It will be illustrated.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

There will be a meeting of the Iowaian Board in the N. W. Room of the Old Union on Wednesday, Saturday at 10 a.m.

Prof. Nipher, who was formerly connected with the university here and is now professor of physics and the physics of electron engineering at Washington university, has published a really eminently good book on the subject of electronic treatment, on electricity, and magnetism. The book is for the use of advanced undergraduate students.

A GREAT DISCOVERY.

BY A YANKET Student.

After the Assembly yesterday an enthusiastic admirer of President MacLean exclaimed: "Pray says that every feller ought to take in the Lecture Course; but how is he to dig up two dollars and a half?"

A clever looking student standing by quietly replied: "You don't have to!"

And then to a knot of interested fellow students this young yankee geniuses supposed the three following schemes:

Scheme i. "Combination is the order of the day. Combine with your room-mate and buy one ticket. Each of four lectures gives two entertainments. You take one, your room-mate the other. On Bryan and Cochran draw lots. Whoer?"

Scheme ii. "Get Prof. Gordon to let you buy a half ticket for a dollar and a quarter and take in the five before Christmas and then buy your ticket to the last one the next half ticket."

Scheme no. "You're easy! Buy two half tickets and take in the first five. Combine with your room-mate on the half-ticket. That's the easiest trick of all.

"But," protested the first speaker, "where is your best girl going?"

"Why, that's easy! Buy two half tickets and take her to the first five and by that time you'll know whether you want the same girl for the last five."

Just then a canvasser appeared on the scene and every one asked him at once. "Can't we buy a half-ticket for the first five members?"

"You're right, you can and here are!"

In five minutes that canvasser had sold two dollars and a half and rushed back for more tickets.

Prof. Loos Will Tour Cities

Beginning the first week in November, Prof. Loos will make a tour of the central cities in the middle west giving a series of university extension lectures. The lectures will dwell upon industrial and social problems. The cities to be visited are Kansas City, St. Joe, Omaha, Des Moines, St. Paul and Minneapolis.

Harry Brown, M '96, is con

fined to the hospital with a mild case of appendicitis.


Ivy Lane initiated Tom W. Green of Sioux City, Brock William of Fort Dodge, and Miss Grace Madeline of Le Mars at the home of Charles and Minerva Foster yesterday evening.
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A Proposed Debating System

The new compact with the Minnesota Debating League which is proposed by them makes a rather radical change in debating as it has heretofore been carried on at Iowa.

The plan proposed gives each speaker a twelve minute speech and also five minutes for rebuttal. Thus each speaker has two speeches.

Now while this scheme has advantages over the old system yet it is a question whether this overcomes its disadvantages.

For the system is it argued that the rebuttal work will be left to one man and it will require a thorough knowledge of the question not only by the leader but by every speaker. It is also argued that this system being used in the east it must necessarily be an improvement over the old system.

In the interests of true debating the new scheme ought not to be adopted. The arguments put forward in its favor are in the most part fallacious and ungrounded.

The proposed plan marks out set speeches and then five minutes for rebuttal. Thus the debate is divided making constructive argument and rebuttal distinct and separate. The result of this will be a twelve minute, learned-by-heart, speech. True debating is not carried on in this way. The debater should learn to adapt himself to circumstances. He should think while on his feet. He should weave his rebuttal with his constructive argument.

A public speaker with a memorized speech is not a public speaker in the true sense of the word. Such a system will never develop the strongest there is in a debater. The fact is that the universities of the middle west are recognized to be the greatest debating schools in the United States.

Let us have a system of debating wherein the flash and fire of true debating can be had; a system where men must adapt themselves to circumstances and where the ingenuity of debating tactics shall be utilized to the highest degree. A separating of rebuttal and constructive work is impossible under correct system. Debates where the arguments clash from beginning to end are what are wanted. Let us not have a system of set speeches but put the old one where the highest degree of debating tactics can be utilized.

Special Notices


Min Sager’s Dancing School and Assembly every Wednesday and Saturday evening, at Kenyon’s hall. Students especially invited.

LOST: One gold locket with Minnesota Debating League initial engraved on it. R. D. W.

Ladies notice: — Shampooing, manicuring, and facial massage done by a student. Inquire at 11 N. Dubuque St.

Bloom & Mayer’s uniforms are the best. Iowa Spoons at A. M. Greer’s.
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BLOOM & MAYER

Students Headquarters

Stein Block Clothes

Stetson Hats

Manhattan Shirts

The Best Tailoring Department

in Iowa.

BLOOM & MAYER

The Vast Army of Dip-no-mores

Use a Watermann Ideal Fountain Pen

THE V. C. KERN CO.

411 E. 17th Street, Chicago.

Caps and Gowns made to order and rented.

Pennants for all colleges and fraternities carried in stock.

Class Pins, Class and Team Caps.

Send for Catalogues.
MAT BOARD
For poster designs and calendar hangings in variety of shades and sizes.:

Miles & Moulton
Printers, Publishers, Stationers
18 South Clinton Street

Here and Elsewhere
Robt. J. Bannister returned to the city last week after a visit to Washington D.C. and New York City.

The seniors elected the following class officers: President, C. E. Greene; vice president, G. E. Hill; secretary, Carolyn Jarvis; treasurer, C. T. Kemnerer; sergeant-at-arms, Miss Eleanor Hayes, Arthur Chapp.

The megaphones ordered by the Rooters' Club have arrived and will be distributed to the members at the club meeting next Friday evening a 6:30 in the university armory. The club did some great rooting last Saturday and with the aid of the megaphones, will make still better noise for Iowa.

Bloom & Mayer's uniforms are all made by them in their Custom Dpt. in the dull season and can't be equalled by any regular ready made uniform. They are warranted not to fade, and fit perfectly, and cost no more than others ask for the ordinary kind.

Visit Bloom & Mayer Tailor Dpt.
Iowa Fobs at A. M. Greer's.

For Full Dress Suits go to Jos. Slavata.

The Educational Exchange Helps College students secure positions in Iowa and the Northwestern States. For particulars address

HARRY SABB, Des Moines, Iowa
Manhattan Bldg.

Iowa Pins at A. M. Greer's
Eyes examined at A. M. Greer's

Call on Jos. Slavata, the leading tailor.

Old Gold Iowa Pins at A. M. Greer's.

Pianoes for Sale or Rent at A. M. Greer's.

It pays to have your suit made to order. Jos. Slavata.

For up-to-date trousers see Jos. Slavata the tailor.

Buy our Walk Over Shoe.
The Boston Shoe Store

35c

They are finding us out—Jaye University Place.

Every Great Poet
Has been more liberal in religion than the standards of his age. His times called him a heretic, because he was an independent thinker. Later the work paid him homage. Be with the thinkers if you wish to be with the future. Look up the religion of Brant. Longfellow, Lowell, Holmes, Whitier, Emerson, etc. You will like it and agree with them. They are the spiritual ancestors of All Souls' Church, Iowa City. Come in sometime.

Notice to Students
We loan money on any kind of security from $5 up.
American Loan Co. 114 W. 22nd St.

GROCES
Fresh, and of the very best quality at:

Sangster's

can be had at the very lowest prices, quality being considered.

Stewards give us a call.

SANGSTER'S
208 East College Street

Palace of Sweets
The Home-Made Candy
There is certainly as fine as can be had anywhere. Everything pure and fresh everyday.

Palmetto Chocolates
The choicest in the land
Ice Cream and Soda served.

REICHARDT'S

Iowa Book Store
The New Book and Stationery Store
THE IOWA is the only Book Store not in Combination with the old stores
THE IOWA Will and does give the Students the best values and makes the lowest prices on all kinds of Merchandise that the Students use in their school work.
Remember—By patronizing THE IOWA you will foster Lower Prices.

Text Books
For the College of Liberal Arts,
Medicine, Dentistry and Pharmacy.

You are Invited to Call and Examine the New Stock and Low Prices

John T. Ries, Pro.

University of Iowa—Official Time-keepers
Watch Inspectors for C. R. I & P. R. Y. The finest line of Diamonds, Watches, Clocks, Gold and Plated Jewelry, Iowa pins and charms in the city.

HANDS & THORNBERRY 418 College St.
Iowa City Maennerchor
C. Jay Smith, Director
This club solicits men with good voices, students or residents, the director has an experience of nineteen years as a special teacher of singing including six years in Chicago and seven years in Iowa City.

C. G. Spalding & Bro.

New Suits
New Top Coats
New Trousers
New Hats
Right Cloth, Right Style, Right Price

COAST & SON
The American Clothes

T he right place.
Marcellously handsome and excellently staffed.
A happy dance for handsome boys and girls wishing to entertain "the higher." Surprisingly table equipage.
Prices ranging from $2.00 to $10.00 net.

Unico Buckley
Imperial Management
IOWA vs. SIMPSON
Iowa Field Saturday
Secret Practice next week makes this the last chance to get a line on the team before the Minnesota Game. Grandstand free. Admission 50c.

COAL AND WOOD ARE HIGH
How are you going to keep warm?
Parsons and Stouffer
Hand-erowy, Storm, Riding, and sporting Goods.

CITIZENS SAVINGS and Trust Co.
Capital Stock $50,000
A. E. Swisher, President
D. F. Sawyer, Vice President
G. W. Koontz, Sec. and Tras.
114 South Clinton Street.

P. T. BREENE, D. D. S., M. D.
DENTIST
Office over Johnson County Savings Bank. Hours 8:30 to 12:00 a. m. and 1:00 to 5:00 p. m. Tele­phone No. 148.

Drs. Newberry & Biwater
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Specialties: Astigmatism and Refractory Cases.
Office hourly, 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon and 2:00 to 5:00 p. m. Telephone No. 46. 4 Clinton Street, Iowa City.

ACADEMY liv es up to date instruction in Piano and instrumental lessons much superior to the average conservatory.
Jos. Slavata, Director
221-213 Iowa Avenue
Iowa Vocal Institute

C. O. D. LAUNDRY
211-213 Iowa Avenue
HIGH-CLASS WORK

High-class work in front of cheapest. Special rates in City on. Savings in country. Non-profitable business. The Autumn Season of 1902 offers an abundance in styles and fabrics that are sure to delight all those who regard dressing as an essential to the refinements of life. At Slavata's Tailoring Establishment the most complete line of goods ever shown is ready for your selection.
Jos. Slavata, Tailor
103 South Clinton Street

People's Steam Laundry
Work Guaranteed

A GOOD DANCER HAS A SOCIAL FUTURE
Learn the One-Step - the Latest Craz
THE IOWA CITY DANCING ACADEMY gives up-to-date instructions in Ball Room and Every Dancing Class or Private Lessons. Physical and Mental Culture.
A. O. Hall, Director
Phone 47. Assembles every Saturday Evening.

Drive! Drive!
C. A. Murphy, proprietor, hitched to his fine turnouts. Carriages for the parties—Leave orders for the Tally-ho.

C. A. MURPHY Prop.

People's Steam Laundry
Work Satisfaction